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Long Term 
Viability (How is 
this solution 
sustainable?) 

Note:   * applies to both West Ferris and Chippewa 
 

�x *This long-term viability defence is based on financial considerations that 
reflect the total  overall cumulative renewal numbers given for the two 
schools, as well as the number of students projected by the NNDSB for OTG 
capacity of West Ferris of 1099 students combined with Chippewa’s OTG 
capacity of 1200 create an OTG capacity between the two schools of 2299, 
meeting the required needs of population projections. 

  

�x When looking at the 5-year cumulative renewal needs, many of the 
renewal needs based on price, suggested a complete upgrade, indicating 
that the renewal needs,,





�x Cumulative renewal costs for West Ferris are smaller than Chippewa and 
can be divided into immediate needs and wants list to assess time lines 
and student displacement during refurbishment and possibly be 
completed in stages, in the evenings, and over holidays  

 
�x *In Summary: the NNDSB will be able to access enhanced programming at 

2 schools, providing expanded programming after reorganization through 
collaboration of administration, teachers and students and within a 
population base that supports expanded programming, increased safety 
for students at risk, saving the board money using existing space that 
receives funding because the population distribution is altered through 
programming, saving the tax payers money because both schools would be 
right sized and refurbished at a lower cost per student than a one school 
new build 
 
 

 

Principles for Decision-Making Checklist: 
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____�O__Expanded curricular offerings               ____�O___Equity of access to programs  _____�O__Special programs maintained  

____�O__Expanded co-curricular offerings   _____�O__Sustainable financially    _____�O__Enhanced facilities 

____�O__Enhanced safety for students    _____�O__ Smooth transitions for students  ____�O___ Development of the whole child 

____�O__ Supportive and respectful of all students at-risk                   ____�O___ Respects and promotes 
               diversity in culture, language 
               and heritage 

 


